Abstract. Chandy et al. proposed the methodology of "self-similar algorithms" for distributed computation in dynamic environments. We further characterize the class of functions computable by such algorithms by showing that self-similarity induces an additive relationship among the level-sets of such functions. Angluin et al. introduced the population protocol model for computation in mobile sensor networks and characterized the class of predicates computable in a standard population. We define and characterize the class of self-similar predicates and show when they are computable by a population protocol.
Introduction
Mobile wireless sensor networks hold tremendous promise as a technology for sampling a variety of phenomena at unprecendented granularities of time and space. Such networks embody a modern-day "macroscope": an instrument that can potentially revolutionize science by enabling the measurement, understanding-and eventually-control, of a whole new class of physical, biological, and social processes. The source of potential of such networks lies in the following four capabilities endowed to each participating node: the ability to sense environmental data, the ability to compute on such data, the ability to communicate with peers in the network, and the ability to move in its environment. A network of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) deployed to patrol a harbor, to map the locations of underwater mines, to monitor the diffusion of a pollutant in a river, or to build a bathymetric map are some realistic examples of missions that mobile sensor networks are charged with today.
While there has been tremendous interest in building such networks in recent years, most of this work has focused on a proper subset of the four capabilities of mobile sensor nodes described above. Work on mobile ad hoc networks has focused on mobility and communication [1, 2, 3] and sensor network research has mostly focused on sensing and communication [4, 5] . More recently, there has been a growing interest in in-network computation and communication in static sensor networks [6, 7] . We believe that all this previous work paves the way for a more comprehensive model that includes all four of the above abilities, particularly computation. Such a model would allow us to frame new questions from the point of view of the computational mission of the network and provide us insight into the design tradeoffs of such networks for various classes of missions. This paper represents an intermediate step toward this goal.
In this paper, we focus on two recent papers that deal with distributed computation in dynamic environments-the first by Chandy et al. [8] and the second by Angluin et al. [9] -and attempt to characterize the relationship between their work. Both papers are motivated by the need to understand computation in distributed systems that exist in highly dynamic environments similar to those in which mobile sensor networks are deployed. Using approaches that complement each other, these papers attempt to abstract the four capabilities of mobile sensor nodes described above to answer new questions regarding computation in such networks. Chandy et al. propose a methodology for designing algorithms for dynamic distributed systems and identify a class of functions amenable to their method. They outline a method for systematically designing such algorithms which they call "self-similar algorithms." (We call the functions computed by such algorithms self-similar functions.) The approach taken by Angluin et Our contributions are as follows. Restricted to a finite input space (but any number of sensing nodes), we study the structure of self-similar functions and show how their definition imposes an additive relationship on the level-sets of such functions, a property that is similar to the one known to hold for predicates computable by population protocols in a standard population. Using these results and known results about population protocols, we show that although population protocols and self-similar functions are identically motivated, these two concepts do not coincide. For a given convention of representing predicates, we define and characterize the class of self-similar predicates and those computable by a population protocol. While self-similarity more generally captures the properties required of a function to be distributedly computable in a dynamic environment, the constraints that its definition imposes appear to be stronger than those imposed by population protocols. On the other hand, the notion of self-similarity appears to be more general than the notion of opportunistic computation in a population protocol. Our work constrasts these two conceptions of computation in dynamic environments in a mobile sensor network and highlights their particular strengths. We hope that this increased understanding of existing models will usher in better models of mobile sensor networks that incorporate the computational mission of such networks. We also hope that this paper will generate interest in a study of mobile sensor networks that unifies computation, communication, mobility, and sensing.
Self-similar Algorithms
Implicit in the paper by Chandy et al. [8] are the following questions: How can we derive distributed algorithms that compute correctly in dynamic environments? Which functions are amenable to distributed computation in dynamic environments? To answer the first question, Chandy et al. begin by enumerating properties that a computation must possess, if it is to execute correctly in a dynamic distributed environment. They restrict their investigation to stable and idempotent functions which can be computed by what they call "self-similar algorithms." By stability, it is meant that once a computation achieves its "final" state, it remains in that state forever, thus providing a stable answer. It follows that a computation in such an environment must be conservative in the sense that it must always transition to only those states that would not result in an incorrect computation; all transitions must conserve the correct final answer. That is, if s i is the collective state of the computational agents in the system in the ith step and f is the function to be computed, then f (s i ) = f (s 0 ) for all i. Finally, a self-similar algorithm is one in which any "group behaves like the entire system" [8] . More precisely, suppose f is a function that is to be computed by a collection of agents. Then, a self-similar algorithm A for f is one which can be executed by any (nonempty) subset of identical agents participating in a sequence of arbitrary groupings such that the result of their "local" computation is compatible with and usually contributes to the "global" computation that is to be executed. Chandy et al. show that the above properties-stability, idempotence, conservation, and computability by self-similar algorithms-hold exactly for a class of functions they call superidempotent.
Definition 1. A function f from multisets to multisets is
In this paper, we shall refer to such functions as self-similar functions to emphasize their computability by a self-similar algorithm.
General Observations
It is easy to see that the class of self-similar functions excludes some familiar functions.
Proposition 1. Any one-to-one function (except for the identity) is not self-similar, because it is not idempotent.
On the other hand, self-similar functions include some familiar functions.
Proposition 2. An idempotent homomorphism is self-similar.
Proof. If f is an idempotent homomorphism, then the r.h.s. in the definition of su-
, which is the l.h.s. of the definition of superidempotence.
Corollary 1. Let T be a linear transformation such that
Proof. By its definition, T is idempotent and linearity implies the homomorphism property.
Thus, all projections (i.e., linear transformations T such that T 2 = T ) are self-similarly computable.
Finite-Valued Self-similar Functions
While Chandy et al. define self-similar algorithms over infinite input spaces, in order to compare the class of such functions with a realizable model of computation, we study self-similar functions over a finite input space (alphabet) in this paper. Let Q be the finite nonempty set of possible input values for any agent and let |Q| = q be a positive integer. Consider the q-dimensional space N q of nonnegative integers.
Lemma 1. Let Q be the (infinite) set of all finite multisets containing elements from Q. There exists an isomorphism φ between the monoids (Q , ∪) and (N
Thus, the definition of superidempotence can be translated from
From the definition of superidempotence, we know
We assume that a computational step is agent conserving in that the number of a agents in a group participating in a computational step does not change during the step. From this we have Self-similar computations progress along trajectories that must be contained in fibers; if not then f cannot be conservative. Fibers play a central role in self-similar functions. Indeed, self-similarity induces an additive relationship between contours, as we show below.
Theorem 1 (Direct sum of contours). If U and V are contours, then
Proof. Since the claim is trivially true if either U or V are empty, we assume that they are both nonempty. For any
, where the second and fourth equalities follow from the definition of superidempotence, and the third from the definition of a contour. 
Corollary 2 (Translation of a contour). If U is a contour, then for any
Proof. For any v ∈ N q , {v} is (trivially) a contour. Then by Theorem 1, U ⊕ {v} is a contour. Figure 1 , the value of any point in H 4 2 under f is not determined by its contour membership: the contour only requires that the value of all its points be the same.
The results proved above are fundamental in understanding the structure of self-similar functions. They complement the description given by Chandy et al. that self-similar algorithms are those in which "any group behaves like the entire system" [8] . Our results show that for finite input spaces, such algorithms compute functions in which self-similarity manifests itself in the form of an additive relationship between contours: larger contours are formed by translating smaller contours. This clarifies the notion of self-similarity proposed by Chandy et al. and makes our understanding of it more precise.
We now state two useful results that immediately follow from the above results.
Definition 4. For any
Proof. We prove this by induction on r.
For any m 1 = m ∈ N the set in question contains a single vector and is therefore trivially a contour.
Induction hypothesis. Suppose the statement is true for r = n.
Inductive step. For r = n, we are given that the set {u
Then it must be that U n+1 ⊆ U n because if u ∈ U n+1 , then it must necessarily be no larger than v 1 , . . . , v n . Moreover, (0, . . . , 0) ∈ U n+1 and hence U n+1 is nonempty. Thus, the induction hypothesis holds for all u ∈ U n+1 , since it holds for U n . Let u ∈ U n+1 with u = j . Therefore, {u
Thus, we have shown that this set is a contour in H j +m (k−j ) , where j = u .
The union of the contours described in the above result is called a linear set. Such sets are closely related to the type of predicates computable in the standard population protocol model.
We now state a useful special case of the above result. We omit the proof, which follows directly from the previous result, due to space restrictions. Proof. Let w = w 2 , w 3 , . . . be an infinite sequence of nonnegative integers such that 
Corollary 3. Let
. Thus, every sequence w defines a distinct function f w that is constant over each H 2 k . By Lemma 3, each such f w is self-similar. However, the set {f w |w = w 2 , w 3 , . . . ; 0 ≤ w k < |H 2 k |} is uncountable, whereas the set of Turing machines is countable.
Population Protocols and Self-similar Functions
In a series of recent papers, Angluin et al. have defined the population protocol model of distributed computation and characterized its computational power [9] . A population is a collection of n anonymous computational agents with an undirected population graph on n vertices. Each agent is modeled as a deterministic finite automaton, with a finite set of transition rules from pairs of states to pairs of states. In the randomized variant (see [11] for details), an input symbol from an input alphabet is provided to each agent, and a fixed input function maps it to the initial state of the agent. A computation evolves in discrete steps, and at each step, an edge (i, j) of the population graph is chosen uniformly at random by the "environment": this models a pairwise random encounter between agents during which they communicate and compute. During such an encounter, agents i and j transition from their current states q i and q j to new states according to the population protocol (i.e., (q i , q j ) → (q i , q j )). The collective state of all n agents can be completely described by an n-dimensional vector over the states of the protocol, where the ith component is the current state of the ith agent. Thus, an execution is an infinite sequence of n-dimensional vectors. At any step, the current output of the computation can be obtained by mapping the current state of any agent to the output alphabet using a given fixed output function. A function f is stably computed by a population protocol iff for any input assignment x, the computation eventually converges to an orbit of n-vectors, all of which map to the unique f (x) under the output function. We recall some definitions below [9] . u is a q-dimensional base vector, v 1 , . . . , v m  are q-dimensional basis vectors, and k 1 , . . . , k m ∈ N. A semilinear predicate is one that is true precisely on a semilinear set.
The computational power of population protocols was characterized by Angluin et al. [10, 11] .
Theorem 3 (Theorem 6 in [11]). A predicate is computable by a population protocol in a standard population if and only if the set of points on which it is true is semilinear.

Self-similar Functions Computed by Population Protocols Theorem 4. If the population protocol A = (X, X, Q, I, I
−1 , δ) stably computes a function f : X → X from multisets to multisets over X in the standard population P n , then f is self-similar.
Proof sketch. A population protocol A that correctly executes in a standard population P n must also correctly execute in any population P ⊆ P n because it cannot distinguish between the two populations. Partition P n into P and P . Let t be larger than the number of steps required for A to converge when executed in P and P . Let f (P ) and f (P ) denote the output respectively. Now execute A in P n such that for the first t steps no inter-partition encounter is allowed, and after t steps all encounters are allowed. The intermediate output will be f (P ) ∪ f (P ) and the final output will be f (f (P ) ∪ f (P )) = f (P n ).
Predicates: Semilinear and Self-similar Definition 8. A predicate is a function P : N q → {T, F }. For any predicate P , its consensus predicate form is a function
We call the consensus predicate form self-similar if f is self-similar.
The consensus predicate defined above follows the "all-agents output convention" as defined by Angluin [9] which requires all agents to agree on the truth-value of the predicate. In the sequel, our results involve only those predicates that are expressible in this convention because this is one of the conventions used by Angluin et al. and we are interested in comparing self-similar predicates to population protocol computable predicates. We postpone the discussion of more robust conventions to future work. Proof. Consider the following consensus predicate:
It is easy to show that this predicate is semilinear and idempotent but not self-similar.
If a predicate P is always true or always false, then its consensus form function will be constant over each H q k , and by Lemma 3, will be self-similar. We say that a predicate is eventually constant if there is a k ∈ N such that the predicate is constant over H q k . (Corollary 3 implies that the predicate is then constant for all k ∈ N such that k ≥ k.)
f is idempotent and either the set of points on which P is true or that on which P is false has a standard basis.
Proof. Suppose the set of true points of P has a standard basis T q 1 . Thus, P is true only on points in span(T q 1 ) and hence P is false only on points in span(F
To show that P has a self-similar consensus form f , we must show that ∀v ∈ N q : 
, then the same argument as above applies because ∀u ≤ v : 
are all contours and thus P is constant over each of these sets in H Proof. Since P has a self-similar consensus form and is not eventually constant, the set of points on which either P or its negation is true has a standard basis and is therefore a linear set. Population protocols are closed under complement.
For predicates that are eventually constant, self-similarity imposes no additional constraints within each H q k . Thus, for any k ∈ N, the predicate may be true on all points in H q k or false on all points in H q k . Therefore, the computability of such predicates by a population protocol is given directly by Theorem 3.
Self-similar Functions Not Computable by Population Protocols
It is known that all predicates that are computable in the standard population are in the class NL [9] , the set of functions computable by a nondeterministic Turing machine with access to memory logarithmic in the size of the input. an addition, the counting of the number of bits of the result, and a subtraction, it is in L, the set of functions computable with a deterministic Turing machine with access to memory logarithmic in the size of the input. It is known that L ⊆ NL [13] and thus f is in NL. Define the predicate P f (v) over all points v ∈ N 2 such that it is true if and only if v ∈ H 2 k is the image of all u ∈ H 2 k under f . From Theorem 3 we can deduce that the predicate P f will be computable by a population protocol if and only if the set of its true points-which are also the fixed points of f -is semilinear. However, the set of fixed points {(k − lg k , lg k )|k = 1, 2, . . .} of f is not semilinear.
Conclusions and Future Work
Starting with the class of self-similar algorithms defined by Chandy et al., we studied functions from multisets to multisets computed by such algorithms over a (finite) input alphabet. We showed how the definition of self-similarity of algorithms-a group of any size behaves identically-results in a self-similar additive relationship among the contours of the functions computed by such algorithms. We defined self-similar predicates under the consensus convention used by Angluin et al., and showed that all such predicates that are not eventually constant have a simple structure: the set of points on which they are true or the set of points on which they are false has a standard basis. Using known results about population protocols, we thus showed that nonconstant self-similar predicates are computable by population protocols. We also showed that the notion of self-similarity is more general than, though quite similar to, the notion of opportunistic computability inherent in the population protocol model by showing the existence of a self-similar function not computable by population protocols. Our results, alongwith other examples, are summarized in Figure 2 .
Both models discussed in this paper are motivated by distributed computation in dynamic mobile sensor network-like environments. However, neither model attempts to capture in sufficient detail the spatio-temporal nature of the data and its impact on communication and computation. Thus, one cannot frame questions that involve the spatial distribution of data or constraints on communication in the context of these models. If the state space of the population protocol model is endowed with a topology reflecting the space in which the network exists, then such questions may perhaps be framed. The population protocol model is intended to model a large number of frugal sensors. This may not be appropriate for AUV networks where the number of AUVs is small and each AUV is equipped with sufficient resources. While other models may allow us to ask these questions, we believe that a unified approach to studying such networks may be necessary.
